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(Mr. Patou. Romania

The priority our delegation attachée to nuclear disarmament does not cake us 
forcet the dancers rep-resented 'ey the existence and development of otner weapons ci 
mass destruction. Ve attach great impe -tance to the Const: ttee1 s negotiations on tr.e 
prohibition ci chemical and mdiclerical weapons and on new types of weapons c: 
destruction and now systems of such weapons.

An increasing number of delegations have this year expressed the idea that our 
negotiations or. the prohibition cf chemical weapons are ot top priority, be arm-; in 
mind also the i meres sire amount cf verb, which has been done to date. Perhaps : ma;, 
be permitted in this connection tc add the thanks cf the Romanian delegation tc 
those already addressed to the Chairman of the Ad -Hoc Vorlzing Group cr. Chemical 
Weapons, Ambassador Bcgunil Sujka of Poland, and I beg the representative cf Poland 
to convey my sincere gratitude tc him. It ic my delegation’s most sincere convie «ion 
that all” the necessary preparations within the Committee have been completed and 
that this year vc can elaborate a draft text of the future convention in this sphere. 
We believe that the presentation by the. "nited States of its detailed views, las - 
year's initiative by the Soviet delegation, which put forward the basic elements 
fer a future convention, and the other documents ve nave before us constitute tr.e 

basis for going on to effective negotiations in this regard.r.ecessar-
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(Mr^_MauQ2_Maun2_Gxit_Burma)

As negotiations go, our work on a chemical weapons convention is in an 
advanced stage that offers high prospects for elaborating a draft treaty. 
Therefore, the further intensification of our work on chemical weapons will, we 
hope, result in progress that will stimulate the political will that is necessary 
for concluding an agreement.


